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X-ray phase-contrast micro computed tomography using synchrotron radiation
(SR PhC-µCT) offers unique 3D imaging capabilities for visualizing microstructure
of the human brain. Its applicability for unstained soft tissue is an area of active
research. Acquiring images from a tissue block without needing to section it into
thin slices, as required in routine histology, allows for investigating the
microstructure in its natural 3D space. This paper presents a detailed step-by-
step guideline for imaging unstained human brain tissue at resolutions of a few
micrometers with SR PhC-µCT implemented at SYRMEP, the hard X-ray imaging
beamline of Elettra, the Italian synchrotron facility. We present examples of how
blood vessels and neurons appear in the images acquired with isotropic 5 μm and
1 µm voxel sizes. Furthermore, the proposed protocol can be used to investigate
important biological substrates such as neuromelanin or corpora amylacea. Their
spatial distribution can be studied using specifically tailored segmentation tools
that are validated by classical histologymethods. In conclusion, SR PhC-µCT using
the proposed protocols, including data acquisition and image processing, offers
viable means of obtaining information about the anatomy of the human brain at
the cellular level in 3D.
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Introduction

There is a great interest in studying the three-dimensional microstructure of human
tissues, which is critical for improving our understanding of the spatial relationship between
anatomical structures. Classical histology is the analysis of thin tissue slices that are stained
and imaged using optical microscopyThis is the gold standard for many biological fields,
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such as neuroscience. However, histology presents some
disadvantages: during the sectioning deformations are introduced
and it provides only 2D information. Advancement in image
processing allows for correction of non-linear deformations to
reconstruct 3D volumes [1–3]. However, the histology slices are
sometimes torn or folded, introducing discontinuities that may limit
3D reconstruction.

Ideally, tissue microstructure information could be obtained
directly in 3D space. Light-sheet imaging is emerging as a sensitive
and specific tool for volumetric imaging. However, the process of
tissue clearing and labeling is required prior to imaging [4].
Application of this technique can be challenging for large human
samples [5]. While magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
computed tomography (CT) are valuable sources for internal
structure of the brain in clinical settings, they are limited in
spatial resolution and image contrast.

In ex vivo MRI, where tissues are taken out of the body, the
spatial resolution can be improved. In fact, ex vivo MRI of whole
brain has been acquired with minimum voxel sizes of 1003–4003 μm3

[6,7]. For smaller samples, smaller voxel can be achieved within
feasible measurement time with high field scanners. For instance,
373 μm3 voxel size for samples with a diameter of 4 cm has been
demonstrated [8]. Recent developments of dedicated hardware open
up the prospect to perform MRI at the cellular level [9,10], albeit
within a limited total spatial coverage of a few hundred micrometers.
However, the magnetic properties of the tissue, which is reflected in
MRI contrast, are influenced by the fixation procedure and the
embedding media which limits reproducibility across tissue
preparation pipelines [11–13].

The image contrast in CT arises from the attenuation of X-ray
beams as they pass through different materials. The attenuation
depends on the material composition and the density. In soft tissue,
there are no large differences between biological compartments,
resulting in weak–or nearly absent-intrinsic contrast. Therefore,
prior to CT imaging, the samples are usually injected with
exogenous contrast agents that have densities higher than soft
tissue. For example, in order to investigate the blood vessel
structure, perfusion of contrast agents such as Microfil or Indian
Ink into the blood vessels can be performed [14,15]. Using
conventional clinically available CT systems, typical voxel-sizes
are 4003–6003 μm3, while the addition of photon-counting can
push this value to 1503 μm3 [16].

Coherent X-rays can also yield contrast dependent on subtle
phase shifts occurring in the tissue. Among such phase-sensitive
techniques, propagation-based imaging (PBI), sometimes called
free-space-propagation or single distance imaging, is available at
several synchrotron light sources [17]. These allow detection of
subtle phase shifts that arise when X-rays through materials with
varying refractive indices and can be interpreted as a local
deformation of the X-ray wavefront. The phase difference
between two X-rays passing at the interface between two
compartments with different refractive indices, results in an
interference pattern. This further develops as the beam
propagates along an extended pathway free of obstacles.

In PBI, the sample-to-detector distance must be sufficient to
allow the effects of subtle phase shifts caused by small structures to
play out and be detected. The resulting image shows a sharp fringe
edge enhancement at the tissue interfaces which is proportional to

the Laplacian of the phase-shift [18]. Through the application of a
phase-retrieval algorithm, the fringes are compensated, and the
original edge-enhanced image becomes an area contrast image.
In case of small differences between the refractive indices, which
is plausible in unstained tissue scanned in the near-field regime, the
Paganin’s phase-retrieval algorithm can be employed [19]. Since the
algorithm acts as a low pass filter, the final image has a higher signal-
to-noise ratio than an attenuation image acquired without any free-
space propagation would have. It is worth of notice that the phase-
retrieval algorithm decreases the noise level of the image without
affecting the spatial resolution [20].

SR PhC-µCT images allow mapping the underlying anatomical
structures, with high contrast-to-noise ratio despite the absence of
large differences in electron density within the tissue. Hence, SR
PhC-µCT is regarded as a suitable tool for virtual histology [21–23].
Although it can be combined with injected contrast agents, these are
not necessary per se to achieve high tissue contrasts. A wide palette of
tissue preparations, like formalin- ethanol- or xylene-soaked tissue
as well as paraffin embedded samples can be used for imaging with
SR PhC-µCT [24]. Imaging of unstained paraffin embedded samples
are of particular importance, since this type of samples are common
in many brain banks.

Several studies have used SR PhC-µCT to investigate the
microstructure of unstained human organs [25–27]. Some have
acquired images from human brain samples with sub-cellular detail
and successfully segmented neurons to study their three-
dimensional spatial distributions [28,29]. SR PhC-µCT also has
the potential for detecting pathology such as amyloid plaques
and mineralized blood vessels [30,31].

With experience of several beamtime sessions at the SYRMEP
beamline of Elettra synchrotron, we have developed a pipeline
that works reliably with unstained human brain tissue (Figure 1).
We present a step-by-step guideline with emphasis on important
decisions that need to be made at each step. We also describe how
segmentation tools can be tailored to identify specific structures,
and how these can be directly validated by classical histology
methods applied to the same specimens. Segmentation methods
were developed to identify blood vessels as well important
biological substrates such as neuromelanin or corpora
amylacea. Although the suggestions presented here are mainly
relevant for the SYRMEP beamline, some of our proposed
methods may be useful for SR PBI micro-CT performed at
other synchrotron facilities. For example, we explored the
transferability of some of our segmentation method to images
obtained at other beamlines.

Protocol

Step 1. Tissue preparation

The first step is to obtain ex vivo tissue. We obtained tissue from
Tübingen University body donor program at the Institute of Clinical
Anatomy and Cell Analysis. The body donors provided informed
consent, in alignment with the Declaration of Helsinki’s guidelines
for research, to donate their bodies for research purposes. The ethics
commission at the Medical Department of the University of
Tübingen approved the research procedure. It is also possible to
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obtain samples from brain banks that are already fixed and
embedded (e.g., Netherlands brain bank).

Step 1a. Dissection
Brain regions like the choroid plexus and pineal gland are likely

to be calcified in aged subjects [32,33]. Provided their anatomical
locations are known, these areas should be cut out to minimize the
risk of artifacts. For the X-ray energy spectrum optimal for soft
tissue contrast, the presence of significant calcium content leads to
pronounced streaking artifacts due to its higher absorption
compared to the surrounding tissues [34]. An example of such
effects caused by calcifications in the pineal gland is shown in
Supplementary Figure S1.

Step 1b. Fixation
After dissecting the targeted region, the tissues are either

perfusion or immersion fixed using a fixative agent, for instance
ethanol or perhaps more typically a formalin solution containing 4%
formaldehyde. Fixation time depends on the size of the sample. In
case of human brain stems, we kept them in fixative solution for a
minimum of 3 weeks, based on the experimentally determined
diffusion-coefficient of the used fixative. If available, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) can be scanned at this stage. In our
case, we used a formalin solution that is optimized for ev vivo
MRI at high magnetic field strengths [13]. Quantitative MRI can be
used to check the advancement of the fixation process. Moreover,
MRI is useful for calculating the shrinkage ratio introduced by
paraffin embedding, which is the next step [13,27,35,36].

The choice of the fixative agent will impact the tissue
shrinkage ratio [24,37] and tissue contrast in the resulting

image [38]. For example, the fiber tract contrast is improved
when tissue is fixed with 100% ethanol compared to
formalin [24].

Step 1c. Embedding
Different embedding materials may be used in accordance with

the research scope [38]. We used formalin-fixed paraffin-embedding
(FFPE) which is suitable for histology afterwards. Many researchers
have used cylindrically shaped biopsy punches with diameter and
height of a few millimeters [28,31,32]. In contrast, we used larger
samples than usual size for routine histology, with width and height
of 2–3 cm. Therefore, extra care was taken during the paraffin
embedding process. The automated embedding station normally
employed for smaller samples may lead to incomplete paraffin
penetration and large deformation such as dented surfaces
(Supplementary Figure S2) [40].

In order to reduce SR PhC-µCT image artifacts, we advise to
prevent air bubbles from being trapped in the paraffin blocks. Air-
tissue boundaries create strong edge-enhancements that will turn
into strong image artifacts due to large difference in their
refractive indices (Supplementary Figure S1). In order to
minimize the occurrence of entrapped air bubbles, we placed
the sample in vacuum during the paraffin embedding process. The
use of vacuum pumping during the embedding process is a
routine practice in resin embedding for electron microscopy
and is therefore known not to damage the tissue. Some
residual air bubbles may remain even with repeated degassing
processes [41]. Other approaches such as keeping the paraffin wax
at 60° for a long time could be considered to further improve
this process [40].

FIGURE 1
Complete workflow for the virtual histology of human brain tissue. (A) First, the target brain region is cut out and immersed in a fixative agent. The
presented picture shows the cortical areas surrounding the central sulcus, which includes the primarymotor and somatosensory regions. (B) If applicable,
structural MRI may be acquired. (C) The tissue is cut into 1 cm thick sections to fit into the embedding cassettes. The left tissue is the hand area of the
primary motor cortex and the right tissue is the hand area of the somatosensory cortex. (D) The tissues are embedded in paraffin and (E) brought to
the biomedical imaging beamline of a synchrotron facility (F) After the beamtime, the paraffin blocks are sectioned into thin slices for (G) microscopy
scanning. (Image credits for (E) is EPSIM 3D/JF Santarelli, Synchrotron Soleil).
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Step 2. Imaging at the synchrotron facility

Elettra is a third-generation synchrotron located in Trieste, Italy.
It is equipped with 263 m long electron storage ring that supplies
several beamlines, including SYRMEP (SYnchrotron Radiation for
MEdical Physics) beamline. The beamline bending magnet provides
polychromatic light in the energy range from ~8.5–40 keV. The
X-ray source is located at > 20 m from the experimental station, thus
the impinging beam has high spatial coherency, allowing for
propagation-based phase-contrast imaging. In our experiment,
the polychromatic (white) beam mode, rather than
monochromatic beam mode, was used to maximize the photon
flux. With a silicon filter, the average energy of the beam
was 20 keV [42].

Inside the experimental station of the SYRMEP beamline, the
sample is placed on a rotating stage at a 23 m distance from the
light source (Figure 2). The beam height at this position is
approximately 4 mm. Even if a larger footprint of the beam
can be used for image acquisition, our recommendation is to
limit the beam size to the full-width-half-maximum. It will allow

to obtain a more homogeneous signal-to-noise ratio within
images of the same dataset. Acquisitions were performed with
a 2048 × 2048 sCMOS detector with a physical pixel size of
6.5 μm. The used detector was coupled with a high-numerical
aperture optic allowing to select effective pixel sizes between
0.9 um and 5 um. The X-ray was converted into visible light
through a gadolinium gallium garnet Eu-doped (GGG:Eu)
scintillator screen [43]. The pixel size determines the vertical
field-of-view (FOV). If the height of the sample is bigger than the
beam height as shown in Figure 2, the entire vertical length cane
be covered by multiple tomographic acquisitions (further
elaborated in Step 2d).

In practice, we opted for two beamline setups. One
encompassing larger pixels of ~5 μm × 5 µm to increase the FOV
of each acquired image, another with smaller pixels of ~1 μm× 1 µm
to allow observations of finer details (Figure 3, Table 1). Since the
phase-shift pattern depends on the sample-to-detector distance, this
parameter has to be optimized according to the detector pixel size.
Below, we explain additional factors to consider during the
beamtime in detail.

FIGURE 2
Schematic picture of the beamline setup. To obtain tomographic reconstructions, the sample is rotated around the vertical Z-axis. H is the
source height.

FIGURE 3
Hierarchical imaging of the midbrain of the human brainstem. (A) Cone beam imaging from Tomolab (Elettra, Trieste) covers the entire volume of
the sample and is acquired with a voxel size of 20 µm. Orthogonal views showing i) coronal; ii) sagittal; and iii) axial views through the sample. Axial views
from synchrotron radiation phase-contrast microtomography acquired with 5 µm isotropic voxel (B) and 1 µm isotropic voxel (C). Yellow circles indicate
the matching regions when going from the lower to the higher resolution measurements.
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Step 2a. Pixel size and sample-to-detector
distance selection

We utilized the PBI, which is applicable in the near-field region.
This condition is met for large Fresnel numbers NF = deff

2/(λReff) >>
1, where deff is the effective pixel size, Reff is the sample-to-detector
distance multiplied with the square of the magnification factor (the
ratio of the source to detector over the source to sample distance)
and λ is the X-ray wavelength. In experimental practice, this
condition is often relaxed to allow NF to be closer to 1. Once the
detector pixel size is determined, this condition places a constraint
on the maximum propagation distance. In the context of FFPE
human tissues, the signal-to-noise ratio in reconstructed images is
optimized for NF > 2 [43].

In our measurements, a sample-to-detector distance of 90 cm
was used for the ~5 µm pixel size and 20 cm was used for the ~ 1 µm
pixel size. In future studies, these distances can be optimized in order
to obtain better signal-to-noise ratio [43].

When imaging a large sample like parts of the human brain, it is
strongly recommended to acquire data using at least two pixel size
settings. Images with a larger pixel size will have a larger field of view,
covering several landmarks of the sample. Images with a smaller
pixel size will be a zoomed in image with a smaller field of view. This
method is sometimes referred to as hierarchical imaging or multi-
scale imaging [25]. Even if the research question only concerns the
microstructure of a particular part of the tissue, it is always advisable
to acquire images with a larger field of view as a reference.
Otherwise, it may be challenging to infer the exact location of
the high spatial resolution image and to position the acquired
information within its exact anatomical context (Figure 3).

Step 2b. Selection of the scintillator
High resolution detectors for soft tissue CT are usually indirect

conversion type, requiring incident X-ray beam to be converted into
visible light. Typically, a scintillator screen is used for converting the
beam. Synchrotron beamlines commonly employ optical systems
that allow for selecting different scintillator types [44]. When
selecting a scintillator, users need to consider the conversion
efficiency of the X-rays to visible light and its impact on spatial
resolution. Thicker scintillators exhibit higher efficiency, but may
also increase signal blurring, consequently reducing spatial
resolution. On the other hand, thinner scintillation materials
better preserve spatial resolution but have lower efficiency,
requiring longer exposure times. Balancing between acquisition
time and the desired resolution is essential. At SYRMEP
beamline, we used GGG:Eu scintillators with thickness of 45 µm
for a voxel size of 53 μm3 and 17 µm thickness for a voxel size of
13 μm3 (Supplementary Figure S3).

Step 2c. Planning for sample coverage
Based on the decided pixel size, it is possible to estimate the size

of the FOV. Typically, the considered reconstruction window will
have sizes determined by the width of the photon detector. In order
to enlarge the horizontal FOV, the rotation axis can be placed off-
center, i.e., at one edge of the camera FOV. This approach is known
as extended FOV (or half-acquisition) method [45]. This method
requires a dedicated pre-processing, called stitching of the sinogram
prior to reconstruction which is explained in Step 3a.

If the extended FOV is smaller than the brain sample under
investigation, it is helpful to plan ahead how to position the FOV of
each acquisition. We cut out circular shapes from an adhesive tape
with diameter corresponding to the size of the FOV. The circular
shape corresponds to an area that excludes the four corners of the
acquired image with low sampling density. For the acquisitions with
voxel sizes of 53 μm3, the diameter was about 1.7 cm. These circles
were placed on top of the specimen to mark each FOV. The number
of circles required then gave information about how many scans
were needed to obtain full coverage the region of interest, also
known asmosaic CT. As a reference to position the sample, a marker
is placed above the center of each FOV for ‘Step 2f’ (Figure 4).

For our FFPE samples, the vertical sample length was around
1 cm. Thus, multiple vertical acquisitions were needed for each
specimen. Working with 5 µm pixel, the vertical FOV was limited to
4 mm, corresponding to the available beam height (full-width-at-
half-maximum). For 1 µm pixel setting, the vertical FOV of the
detector was ~2 mm. In order to collect data from the whole
cylindrical volume planned in ‘Step 2c’, several scans should be
made at different vertical positions of the sample. The volumes
should be partially overlapping to enable stitching process in Step 3e.
For example, sample shown in Figure 4 required two vertical steps
for both lateral FOV, amounting to 4 scans in total. At SYRMEP
beamline, vertical steps can be automatized using a dedicated script
that control the sample position.

Step 2d. Sample placement on the rotator stage
We used double sided adhesive tape to stabilize the sample and

mark the position on the sample holder that is placed on top of the
rotator. It is useful to mark the position of the sample on the sample
holder, so that the samples can be placed in roughly the same
position for measurements with different sample-to-detector
distances facilitating their 3D registration (Figure 4).

Step 2e. Acquisition
A radiopaque marker, such as polymer clay, can be played above

the sample facilitating the precise alignment of the area to visualize
within the camera FOV. At the SYRMEP beamline the sample

TABLE 1 Hierarchical imaging beamline setup for propagation-based phase-contrast microtomography. The specifications apply to experiments at SYRMEP
beamline at Elettra synchrotron facility. The details may vary between sites.

Sample-to-detector distance (mm) Reconstruction window (mm) Acquisition time (min)

(5 µm)3 voxel 900 Lateral: ~17 20

Vertical: ~4

(1 µm)3 voxel 200 Lateral: ~3 30

Vertical: ~2
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centering is typically performed by using two orthogonal precision
stages (micrometer linear motors) placed above the rotator. It is
highly recommended to remove the markers before launching the
acquisition, as they can be the source of strong streak artifacts that
can impair the visibility of several slices on the sample surface.
Otherwise, users should make sure that the FOV does not include
the markers to avoid artifacts.

Each acquisition is composed of dark image (an image acquired
without x-ray beam to measure the noise of the detector), flat image
(an image acquisition without the sample between beam and
detector), and projection measurement. We acquired
3,600 projections across 0–360° in half-acquisition modality. The
exposure time ranged between 150–200 m.

Prior to launching the measurements, it is crucial to check for
any damage or scratches on the scintillator that may result in
abnormal pixel signal. Over the course of long measurement,
scintillators may accumulate dust, leading to the generation of
highly intense pixels in the projection that are difficult to
normalize during the flat-field correction (Step 3a). These
pixels can subsequently be the source of ring artifact. To
mitigate these issues, users should check the flat field
regularly (Figure 5).

Step 3. Reconstruction

A standardized reconstruction pipeline for propagation-based
phase-contrast CT includes a pre-processing step for image
normalization also known as flat-field correction, phase retrieval,
potential filtering for ring removal and a reconstruction algorithm

such as filtered back projection. In this section, we demonstrate how
each process of the reconstruction steps can influence the
final result.

The 3D reconstruction procedure (Step 3a–Step 3c) was done
with SYRMEP Tomo Project (STP) software suite [46,47], which is
developed based on the Astra toolbox [48]. At our home institution,
we used a workstation with 64 GB memory, 12 GB of graphic
memory, and 12 physical CPU cores. A raw projections datasets
of size around 10 GB required 1 h from preprocessing to
reconstruction with STP software. The reconstruction process
from flat-fielding correction to image reconstruction can be
automatized once the parameters for each step are defined.
However, the computation time depends on the hardware
resources (CPU and GPU).

Raw data from each acquisition can consist of tenths of GB. They
are archived at Elettra server for several years and can be retrieved if
requested. The output of the STP software is a stack of reconstructed
slices in 32-bit TIFF file format. 1 μm isotropic voxel images scanned
with half acquisition mode can amount to over 100 GB after
reconstruction. Typically, in 3–5 days long beamtime, several TB
of data can be produced.

For post-processing steps (Step 3d - Step 3f), we used a widely
used software in the biology community, called ImageJ [49,50].

Step 3a. Sinogram
If the half acquisition method was used, the overlap should be

estimated to perform sinogram stitching. The overlap can be
estimated either using a Fourier-based algorithm [51] or by
visual assessment. Typically, we first performed stitching using
the algorithm and visually inspected the resulting sinogram. If

FIGURE 4
Sample positioning and coverage planning at SYRMEP beamline experimental station (A) A paraffin embedded brain sample was placed on the
rotator. The coverage of the measurement was estimated by a transparent plastic film placed on the sample surface. A small green polymer clay, which
serves as a radiopaquemarker, was placed in the center. (B) The same setting as panel A with picture taken from slightly lower angle. The red arrow points
to the marked position drawn on the adhesive tape. (C) A close up image showing the boundary of the plastic cassette drawn as a black line.
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the stitching result needed additional adjustment, we changed the
parameter in small steps until the result improved. Usually, the
overlap needed small correction for each vertical steps of the same
lateral FOV.

Imperfect scintillators or defective pixels can be the source of
ring artifacts in the reconstructed images. There are several ring
artifact removal filters that can be tuned and tested. The strength of
the ring removal filter can significantly reduce the artifacts, but can
introduce blurring in the image. An alternative approach is to
acquire images by introducing random shifts of a few pixels of
either the detector or the sample during acquisitions, transforming
ring artifact into dispersed noise [52]. This approach requires

projections in the step-and-shoot mode, thus increasing the
acquisition time.

When the FOV is significantly smaller than the entire sample, it
is recommended to use padding on the sinogram in order to reduce
the local tomography artefact [53].

To compensate for imperfect flat-fielding due to factors such as
beam instabilities, or time varying detector properties, users may
consider using dynamic flat-field correction [54].

Step 3b. Phase retrieval
In propagation based SR PhC-µCT, the phase signal is retrieved

from the acquired projections prior to the 3D reconstruction.

FIGURE 5
Sinogram stitching and ringing artifact removal. (A) The above image is a flat field image (matrix size: 1,000 × 2048). The detector matrix size is
2048 × 2048, but the edge rows are excluded in order to use beam within its full-width-at-half-maximum only. The bottom plot shows the intensity
profile along the red vertical line. (B) Sinogram with a sample in place, at the level of the red vertical line, measured with half-acquisition mode (3,600 ×
2048). 3,600 projections were acquired over 360° with offset center-of-rotation. Red arrows point to stripe artifacts which coincides with the
intensity variation in the flat field image (C) Stitched sinogram (1800 × 3,732). Projections obtained at rotation angles 1°–180° have been stitched together
with angles 181°–360° at the point indicated by a red star to yield the equivalent 180° sinogram. Stripe artifacts, occurring in agreementwith variation in the
flat field image, have been indicated by red arrows. (D) Reconstructed image from the sinogram shown in panel (C). Ringing artifact is indicated with a red
arrow. Artifacts at the center of the image is due to half-acquisition mode. (E) Stitched sinogram (1800 × 3,732) obtained with ring removal filter and line-
by-line normalization. (F) Reconstructed image from the sinogram shown in panel (E). (G) Intensity difference between panel (C,E). (H) Intensity
difference between panel (D,F). The brightness and contrast were adjusted to better visualize the difference in panel (G,H).
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A widely used phase retrieval algorithm is the one developed by
Paganin and colleagues (2002). The algorithm assumes that the
sample under investigation is homogeneous and that the data is
acquired with monochromatic radiation. It uses the ratio between
the real (δ) and the imaginary part (β) of the refractive index as a
parameter. Even when these conditions are not met, for non-
homogeneous objects and polychromatic radiation, a common
experimental practice is to use the algorithm parameters δ/β as a
tuning parameter to regulate the strength of the filter and thus the
blurring introduced in the image [38]. In practice, the algorithm acts
like a low pass filter in the spatial frequency space. For FFPE brain
samples, we used the δ/β in the range between 20 and 50 and
obtained reproducible results across our unstained human
tissue samples.

Step 3c. 3D Reconstruction
In this step, the matrix of the projections is used to calculate

tomographic images. The STP software suite provides several
reconstruction filters. This choice depends on the specific
imaging application, as well as the desired trade-off between
image sharpness and noise reduction. For this application,
filtered back projection algorithm was applied using Shepp-Logan
filter [47]. This algorithm is known to be fast and efficient when
applied to datasets with good signal-to-noise ratio and a large
number of projections. A circularly shaped reconstruction
window can be applied to limit the result within the FOV (as
shown in Figure 3C).

Step 3d. Background removal
Due to the so called ‘beam hardening’ effect, images can exhibit a

cupping artifact, which yields brighter intensity in the periphery

than the inner region. The half-acquisition mode can also lead to
cupping artifacts. There are several techniques to remove such
artifacts. For example, we implemented slice-by-slice second
degree polynomial fitting with the Xlib plugin [55] (Figure 6).

Step 3e. Stitching 3D reconstructed image
This is an optional step for users who want to combine

neighboring volumes into a single volume. The pairwise stitching
function [56] is a useful tool for merging 3D images. This function
uses the Fourier transform to calculate the translation matrix from
the frequency domain. For the function to perform well, there
should be enough overlap between two images that need to be
stitched together.

This algorithm can also be used for registering the high
resolution image to the low resolution image. For example, we
used this function to register the 1 µm isotropic voxel size images to
the 5 µm isotropic voxel size image. The higher resolution images
should first be downscaled to match the voxel size of the lower
resolution image.

Step 3f. Image segmentation
In order to investigate the biological structures systematically

and perform any volumetric quantitative measure, it is desirable to
segment them. Manual segmentation requires a trained eye and a lot
of time [39]. We suggest two segmentation approaches to
automatically identify biological structures in SR PhC-µCT
images: an intensity-based approach and an edge-based
approach. These pipelines can be implemented with ImageJ
plugins specialized for 3D image processing such as 3D ImageJ
Suite [57] and MorphlibJ [58]. An example of a segmentation result
using these methods are presented in Figure 7. These methods do

FIGURE 6
Background removal using polynomial fitting. (A) Reconstructed horizontal image showing cupping artifact. (B) Mask for background removal. (C)
Background estimated using second degree polynomial fitting. (D) Corresponding slide shown in panel A after background removal. (E) A vertical slice of
the image without background removal, taken from the region annotated with a red arrow in panel (A) (F) A vertical slice of the image after background
removal, taken from the region annotated with a red arrow in panel (F). Red arrows in (E,F) match the position of the slides shown in panel (A,D).
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not require training data or as much computational power as
machine learning based approaches (mentioned in discussions).

The intensity-based approach relies on the attenuation of X-ray
dependent on the density and composition of the materials.
Therefore, it is useful for identifying structures containing
elements with high atomic weight (e.g., neuromelanin with iron)
or dense structures (e.g., corpora amylacea). After applying a
threshold to the image, the resulting image will be a binary
image with many connected components. Morphological features
of the connected components such as size and sphericity can be used
to increase the accuracy of the segmentation [59].

The edge-based approach is suitable for detection of large
connected structures such as blood vessels. Typically, a denoising
process such as median filter precedes the edge detection algorithm.
A median filter can remove salt-and-pepper noise while preserving
edge structures. Deriche-Canny edge detection followed by a flood-
filling process was proposed in our previous work [27].

With high resolution images amounting to large data sizes, users
should consider working with down-sampled images. If the
structure of interest is large enough, down-sampling can be used
to reduce the computation time.

Step 4. Validation with histology

Histology is essential for validating the observed structure in SR
PhC-µCT as known biological entities. The advantage is that histology
can be performed on the same FFPE samples as those used for SR PhC-
µCT. Using a rotational microtome (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany), we cut
the paraffin block into ~10 µm thick sections. These sections can be
stained for investigating specific research topics.

It has been shown that X-ray exposure during SRPhC-µCTdoes not
hinder subsequent histological analysis [21].We have tested four types of
classical staining methods that reliably work, including hematoxylin
eosin stain and luxol fast blue stain. Table 2 summarizes how color

appearance can be interpreted. In our experiments,
immunohistochemical staining was not reliable, presumably due to
prolonged formalin fixation. Among the antibodies that we have
tested, anti-CD34 (a marker for endothelial cells) and anti-Aquaporin
4 antibodies were successful but ERG (ETS-Related Gene) antibodies
were not. In typical research settings, small pieces of tissue is fixed in
formalin for about 24 h. Since the samples we used were of ~2 cm3

volume, longer storage in fixative solution was necessary. Commercial
antibodies are likely not optimized for tissues stored in fixative solution
for longer times. Furthermore, the differences in perfusion versus
immersion fixation is known to influence antibody binding [60].

3D reconstruction of histological slides by serial alignment is
very challenging due to non-linear deformation. Several methods
have been proposed [61–63]. Besides, the registration of microscopy
images to µCT images is also not trivial, since microscopy images are
not isotropic as in microtomography [64]. We recommend using
histology for characterizing biological components. How to do so is
explained below.

FIGURE 7
Virtual histology of the substantia nigra of the human brain stem. (A) Synchrotron radiation phase-contrastmicrotomography obtainedwith 4.74 µm
isotropic voxel size. (B) Segmented results from the region indicated with a black rectangle in panel (A). Blood vessels (in red) were segmented using an
edge-based approach [27]. Corpora amylacea (yellow) were segmented using an intensity-based approach [59] and a similar approach was used to
identify neuromelanin (cyan). Corpora amylacea are clustered in the top left corner.

TABLE 2 List of histology methods. These techniques successfully worked for
brain tissue that were scanned with synchrotron radiation imaging. The right
column describes how the biological structures appear with the corresponding
staining.

Method Appearance

Hematoxylin–Eosin Cell nuclei: blue

Cell body: violet

Luxol Fast Blue–Cresyl Violet Myelin: blue

Cell body: violet

Periodic Acid Schiff -Hematoxylin Polysaccharide: Violet

Cell nuclei: blue

Elastic van Gieson Collagen: brown
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FIGURE 8
Vessel extraction from synchrotron radiation phase-contrast microtomography. (A). Axial view of the human brainstem. (B). Vessel segmentation
using edge-based automated segmentation from the region shown in A (C). Axial view of the whole brain. (D) Result of artery tracing of one hemisphere
using seed based semi-automated segmentation with ITK-SNAP. (E) Coronal view of the occipital lobe. (F) Vessel segmentation result using edge-based
segmentation from the region shown in panel (E). Scale bars in A, E, F are 1 mm in length. (C–F) are based on open source human organ atlas data
[25]. Panels B and D are 3D rendered views of a 1.5 mm thick slab and a hemisphere, respectively. Panel F is a maximum intensity projection across 1 mm
depth. DOI identifier for (C) is 10.15151/ESRF-DC-572252655 and (E) is 10.15151/ESRF-DC-572253460.
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Examples of features identified from
unstained human brain

In this section, we present biological features that can be
extracted from SR PhC-µCT acquired from unstained human
brain samples. Figure 7 demonstrates how multiple features can
be extracted from a single PhC-µCT image. An automated
segmentation pipeline was used to extract blood vessels,
neuromelanin and corpora amylacea as explained in ‘Step 3f’.
Each feature will be further discussed in the following
paragraphs.

We mainly present our own measurements from FFPE samples
acquired at SYRMEP beamline. For comparison, images from other
open source data acquired at different synchrotron facilities are
shown when applicable ([25,65]: PNAS). Note that variations in
tissue preparation such as hydrated/dehydrated, embedding
material, frozen, can change the contrast [24,65,66].

As we are not introducing an external contrast agent, the SR
PhC-µCT signal relies on the intrinsic density and tissue
composition [67]. Biological structures that are dense or contain
materials with high electron density will lead to increased
attenuation. Increased attenuation in a region implies that the
structure is 1) composed of elements with high atomic weight
(e.g., iron, zinc) and/or 2) are very densely packed.

Blood vessels

It is challenging to investigate the blood vessel structure using
traditional 2D histology, where the tissues are cut into thin slices
before imaging. SR PhC-µCT can provide 3D isotropic images that
preserve the continuity of the blood vessel. When exploring SR PhC-
µCT data by simple visual inspection, the trajectories of large blood
vessels are prevalent features one can easily notice (see Video 1).

Figure 8 shows examples of different brain regions measured
with SR PhC-µCT, paired with segmented blood vessel structures.
The brain stem acquired with 5 µm isotropic voxels (Figure 8A) was
processed using the edge-based vessel segmentation method detailed
in Lee et al. [27]. The resulting vessel map (Figure 8B) matches the
known anatomy of the blood vessel in the region as previously
reported [68]. For whole brain data, it is possible to follow the
trajectory of the oxygenated blood from the heart by leveraging on
the known blood source to the brain, called circle of Willis
(Figure 8C). We used a semi-automated seed-based segmentation
method with the ITK-SNAP software [69] to trace the arteries of a
hemisphere by following arteries branching off from the circle of
Willis (Figure 8D). Lastly, SR PhC-µCT of the occipital cortex
(Figure 8E) was processed with an edge-based segmentation
method to reveal the penetrating vessels running orthogonally to
the surface of the cortex (Figure 8F).

FIGURE 9
Large neurons detected with synchrotron radiation phase-contrast microtomography (SR PhC-µCT) and histology. (A) SR PhC-µCT acquired with
4.94 µm isotropic voxel size. (B) Histology of a field-of-view (FOV) matching panel (A). (C) SR PhC-µCT with 0.94 µm voxel size of the red rectangle
region in panel (A). Black arrows point to large neurons. (D) Histology of the FOV matching panel (C). Scale bars (A,B) 500 μm (C,D) 50 µm.
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Note that the appearance of blood vessels may be different in
hydrated tissues ([37,65]: Biomed.Optics).

Neurons

Some large neurons could be visualized with SR PhC-µCT. Figure 9
shows the large neurons of themesenphalic trigeminal nucleus acquired
with 5 μm and 1 µm isotropic voxels. Individual cells are sharply
delineated only in the 1 µm isotropic voxel image. Figure 10 shows
examples of smaller neurons observed with 1 µm isotropic voxel size.
Histology of thematching regionwas used to validate these structures as
neurons (Figures 10A–D). About the center of the cell body, the
nucleolus appears as a hyperintense dot in all three examples, in
agreement with prior studies ([37,70]: PNAS). However, the
cytoplasm of the neurons showed different contrast with respect to
the surrounding tissue. The signal in the cytoplasmwas either isointense
(Figures 10A, C), hyperintense (Figure 10E) or hypointense
(Figure 10F) in comparison with the surrounding tissue. In one
case, the edge of the neuron appeared darker than the surrounding

and than the cytoplasm, possible due to local shrinkage, similar to what
can be observed in blood vessels (Figure 10A). Further investigations are
required to identify which intracellular components give rise to such
contrast differences (e.g., organelles or cytoplasm). Nonetheless, this
comparison of a few neurons already points towards the rich variety of
features that can be observed in SRPhC-µCT images at the cellular level.

Neuromelanin

Neuromelanin is a dark pigment that progressively accumulate
in catecholaminergic neurons, such as dopaminergic neurons in
the substantia nigra. In histological slides, neuromelanin appears
naturally brown without any staining. It contains several elements
with large atomic weight such as iron, zinc and selenium [71].
Hence, it is likely that neuromelanin gives rise to higher X-ray
attenuation than that typically observed in the cytoplasm of
neurons (Figure 11). Indeed, in the substantia nigra we
observed very bright spots with shapes that were similar to
histology sections of a matching part in substantia nigra. From

FIGURE 10
Neurons detectedwith synchrotron radiation phase-contrast microtomography (SR PhC-µCT). (A–D) Some neurons are found in both SR PhC-µCT
and histology. The neuron in panel A shows the same intensity within the cytoplasm as in the surrounding tissue, whereas neurons in panel C show higher
intensity in the cytoplasm. (E,F) Examples of neurons with different intensity within the cytoplasm, with lower intensity of cytoplasm shown in panel E and
higher intensity observed in the cytoplasm in panel F. Histology of the matching regions were not available. The magenta arrows point to neurons in
each panel. SR PhC-µCT are acquired with 0.94 µm isotropic voxel size.
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FIGURE 11
Neuromelanin in the dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra detected with synchrotron radiation phase-contrast microtomography (SR PhC-
µCT). (A) SR PhC-µCT of the substantia nigra region acquired with 4.74 µm voxel size. (B) The histology of thematching region of panel (A). (C) A zoomed
inset of rectangle in (A). Neuromelanin, annotated with magenta arrows, have outstanding contrast to the surrounding tissue. (D) A zoomed inset of
rectangle in B, with neuromelanin annotated with magenta arrows. Scale bars (A,B) 1 mm. (C,D) 200 µm.

FIGURE 12
Corpora amylacea detected with synchrotron radiation phase-contrast microtomography (SR PhC-µCT) and histology. (A) Corpora amylace within
the human brain tissue is visible in SR PhC-µCT (0.94 µm isotropic voxel). (B) The histology of an adjacent region of panel (A) (C) Segmentation result of
corpora amylacea from SR PhC-µCT, color-coded by size of the granules.
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the single specimen analyzed so far, it appears that the
neuromelanin-containing part of the cytoplasm yields the
strongest contrast.

Corpora amylacea

Corpora amylacea are polyglucosan granules that are found in
multiple organs, including the brain [72]. They are under active
investigation for their relationship to aging, neurodegeneration,
immune system and glymphatic transport mechanisms in the
brain. The current understanding is that CA is mostly composed
of carbohydrates [73]. In SR PhC-µCT, these granules can be
identified as hyperintense structures with a spherical shape
(Figure 12, Supplementary Figure S4) [28]. Recently, a 3D
distribution of CA within the human brain stem was analysed
from four subjects with mean age of 76 years old, reporting an
increased density in the dorsomedial column of the periaqueductal
gray [59]. At the time being, the specificity of our CA detection
method must be further investigated, since we anticipate that other
densely packed spherical granules encountered in the brain such as
Lewy bodies [74] may look similar to CA in SR PhC-µCT
measurements. In future studies, such uncertainties can be
investigated.

Fiber tracts

We were able to observe some of fiber tracts. For example, the
oculomotor nerve appeared as hyperintense against the surrounding
tissue (Figure 13). FFPE samples may not be the best option for

visualizing fiber structure. In a recent study using mouse brain
samples showed that neuronal fibers have higher contrast after
ethanol dehydration than after paraffin embedding ([75,76]: Journal
of Neuroscience Methods). On the other hand, they also observed
variations between different fibers. The attenuation coefficient of
fibers in cerebellum was lower than fibers in the striatum. Since
axonal density, diameter, and myelin thickness can vary
considerably between brain regions, we cannot expect fiber tracts to
show the same appearance across brain regions. A notable example are
large white matter fiber tracts, where the myelin thickness increases
linearly with increasing axonal diameter [77,78]. Using freeze drying, it
has been shown thatmyelinated axonal tracts in themouse striatum can
be segmented fromPhC-µCT images based on their specific attenuation
coefficients in this tissue preparation [79].

Discussions

This paper provides a step-by-step guideline for imaging unstained
FFPE human brain tissue samples using SR PhC-µCT starting from
tissue preparation and measurement to image processing. Although the
protocol is written based on the SYRMEPbeamline, it can also serve as a
general guideline for potential users of other imaging beamlines.
Reconstruction and post-processing workflow focus on graphic-user-
interface based methods (e.g., STP, ImageJ, ITK-SNAP) to increase
accessibility for a broad group of potential users. We also present an
overview of biological features that can be identified from the unstained
human brain ranging from blood vessel networks to intracellular
components such as neuromelanin.

The protocol can be modified to enable particular research goals.
Besides the propagation-based method, there are other phase

FIGURE 13
Oculomotor nerve detected with synchrotron radiation phase-contrast microtomography (SR PhC-µCT) and histology. (A) An orthogonal view of
the posterior human midbrain acquired with SR PhC-µCT (4.74 µm isotropic voxel). The oculomotor nerve fibers appear as hypointense (B) Histology of
the adjacent region stained with luxol fast blue-cresyl violet method. The fiber tracts appear in blue color, since myelin is stained with the luxol fast blue
stain. Arrows point to examples of oculomotor nerve fibers in both imaging modalities.
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contrast methods, such as grating interferometry or edge
illumination techniques, that might be applied for human brain
imaging. The grating interferometry provides more reliable
estimates of phase shifts but requires longer measurement times
and a more complex reconstruction process [30,80]. Edge
illumination has potential for soft tissue imaging even in a
laboratory setup but also requires longer measurement time [81].
These options may be considered for obtaining phase-contrast
imaging of soft tissue using conventional X-ray systems. For the
segmentation approach, we point towards the use of intensity
threshold and morphometry based methods. On the other hand,
machine learning segmentation methods such as U-Net [82] or the
random tree algorithm [83] may be useful, if enough training data
are available.

With the wide range of new brain imaging methods under
development, there is a need for a gold standard method.
Researchers within the neuroscience community are beginning to
endorse phase contrast X-ray microtomography as a putative novel
gold standard for structural imaging [84,85], along with cryo-
electron microscopy. For example, microtomography has been
used to validate angiography acquired from ultrasound
localization microscopy [86]. Furthermore, SR PhC-µCT can
show sub-cellular morphologies of neurons with no labeling [70].

Synchrotron radiation X-ray is unique for its light with high
flux and spatial coherence, enabling the application of phase
contrast techniques with fast acquisition times. However, it is
limited by the scarce availability of sources, which leads to
restricted access. In order for synchrotron radiation light
sources to best serve science, users should be encouraged to
make data available as open source [87]. It will reduce possible
redundancy and allow acquisition of more samples by sharing of
the workload between research groups. Some facilities such as the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility already provide user
friendly portal services for accessing open data.

Developments in laboratory based PhC-µCT are projecting new
possibilities as well. Microfocus X-ray sources from liquid-metal jet
sources provide partially coherent light that enables phase contrast
imaging. The feasibility for imaging down to the cellular level has
already been demonstrated ([88]: PNAS). If the time required for
measurement and reconstruction is reduced to below 1 hour, the
technique may even enable intra-operative imaging [89]. Success of
surgical removal of tumor cells may be assessed during surgery by
imaging of the resection margins [90].

The future of SR PhC-µCT for imaging unstained human
brain samples has great potential [86]. To the best of our
knowledge, there is only one dataset of a whole human brain
available at the moment, which has been acquired with 25 µm
isotropic voxel size [25]. This voxel size allows for identifying
large blood vessels and delineating the boundary between grey and
white matter. However, it is too large for investigating the brain at
a cellular level. Ideally, whole human brain samples should be
scanned at high resolution as done recently with the mouse brain
[75]: SPIE). Higher resolution images combined with automatic
cell classification is likely to become a great resource for
understanding the human brain at an advanced level of detail
([65]: PNAS). With further improvements, SR PhC-µCT has the
potential to provide unprecedented insights into human brain
anatomy and neurological diseases.
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